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Don&#39;t Worry, Eat Cake is part humor book, part gift book, and part inspiration all wrapped up in
a beautifully and originally illustrated coloring book.A coloring book to cheer you up, Don&#39;t
Worry, Eat Cake is a gentle reminder to be more forgiving. It&#39;s less about pushing ourselves
and more about being nice to ourselves.Â Some of these original sayings are humorous, some are
sweet, and some are inspirational, but all remind us that we&#39;ll be okay after all. Coloring these
funny and relatable mottos encourages us not to "worry about all of the shoulds" in life while reading
something kind that makes our hearts feel better. Good things come to those who take naps. Color
your way through this feel-good reminder that it&#39;s okay to just be, and if all you accomplish is
getting out of bed and putting on pants, that&#39;s fine.Â Beautifully illustrated, these fresh, fun,
original mottos offer an inspirational coloring experience that soothes the soul and helps you feel a
little bit better about everything.
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this coloring book is amazing! it really does make you feel better about life--especially if you've ever
felt like you're struggling to fake it in a world full of people who seem like they're making it. full of
unique, pretty illustrations and kind words, this coloring book will no doubt make its recipient feel
loved.

When I saw this book, I almost cried. I was so sick of the "inspirational" books that just made me

feel worse for me being me. This a great book of REAL feeling, REAL messages and still some of
those lovey dovey inspirations. Every page gives you a boost. This is perfect for any one who has
ever felt life is just not going her way, nothing she does is right or just needs a little boost. I actually
hugged this book after I read all the wonderful realistic messages. Finally a book meant for me that
wasn't fake!! I love, love, love this book!

I have seen several coloring books lately and they were all so so. When I received my "Don't Worry,
Eat Cake" coloring book, I immediately fell in love with coloring once more. The drawings are
beautiful and the sayings make me laugh and agree with them. I would highly recommend this
coloring book to everyone. Whether you need a gift or something just for yourself, you can't go
wrong with this one. The author is very talented and I love all of her work, this book and all of her
many many cards. Do yourself a favor and reduce your stress. Get this book and enjoy!!!

This is a beautifully illustrated coloring book! The sentiments in it will tug at your heartstrings as she
shares the struggles of becoming an adult in this very challenging world! This is a must buy for
recent grads as well as twenty and thirty somethings!

Absolutely love this coloring book - it's beautifully illustrated, fun to look through, and totally bigger
than you think it'll be! So many of the 'grown up' coloring books I've seen for sale have been super
thin and not worth the cost - this one does not disappoint. Plus the messages are really good when
you're having a bad day. I'm going to order a bunch more for gifts.

Coloring in this book makes me calm. I love choosing a page every time I want to sit down (often
with a glass of wine) and have some quiet, creative, self-care time.It feels truly genuine. It feels light
and fun, but also helps you put some life stuff in perspective. The pages are high quality, and
there's a special level of detail in each corner.I bought two copies, and I think I may get more. This
would be the PERFECT gift for someone going through a rough time, or someone who is maybe
healing from an injury and can't move around a lot, or someone who appreciates an excuse to have
some solo time.
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